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ABSTRACT

In this demonstration paper we showcase an extensible and reusable pipeline for automatic paraphrase generation, i.e., reformulating sentences using different words. Capturing the nuances of human language is fundamental to the effectiveness of Conversational AI systems, as it allows them to deal with the different ways users can utter their requests in natural language. Traditional approaches to utterance paraphrasing acquisition, such as hiring experts or crowdsourcing, involve processes that are often costly or time consuming, and with their own trade-offs in terms of quality. Automatic paraphrasing is emerging as an attractive alternative that promises a fast, scalable and cost-effective process. In this paper we showcase how our extensible and reusable pipeline for automated utterance paraphrasing can support the development of Conversational AI systems by integrating and extending existing techniques under an unified and configurable framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conversational AI is shifting the way we interact with digital services and devices, turning human-machine interactions into natural language dialogs. For example, users can fulfill their information needs by directly asking "How does COVID-19 spread" to a health chatbot and receive a direct response, instead of browsing a Website or reading a document. Clearly, supporting such dialogs requires more than exposing and interpreting commands in a fixed syntax or grammar, pushing systems to process and interpret user requests in natural language. This represents a challenge as systems now need to deal with the richness of human language, e.g., another user may ask "How is the coronavirus transmitted?" in allusion the previous COVID-19 question, thus illustrating the different ways the same request can be expressed. Failing to correctly identify and process such nuances of human language can have a negative impact on the effectiveness, user experience and ultimately the adoption of Conversational AI systems [18, 28].

Training Conversational AI systems to deal with the expressiveness of natural language often requires collecting a large and linguistically diverse dataset of utterances [12, 30]. Having experts to provide and annotate utterances at scale can be costly and time consuming, reasons that have motivated research into other utterance paraphrasing methods [29]. These approaches are generally grouped into those i) relying on deployed prototypes to collect utterances directly from users, ii) leveraging crowdsourcing to collect paraphrases at scale with non experts, and iii) automated approaches that generate paraphrases systematically. All these involve trade-offs between relevant quality metrics, such as diversity and naturalness, operational costs and acquisition times.

Automated paraphrasing is emerging as an attractive technique to address the challenge of fast acquisition of high quality training paraphrasing sets. The literature on automated paraphrases generation covers a wide range of approaches, including probabilistic, hand-written rules and formal grammars models [8], data-driven techniques [15], machine translation techniques [10, 16], and recently approaches that take advantage of contextual representations models (a.k.a embeddings, BERT [6] and USE [4]). Overall, existing automatic approaches still fall behind in terms of quality, with the literature pointing to models often failing to produce sufficiently diverse and semantically related paraphrases [19, 27], and generated paraphrases suffering from issues like grammatical errors and unnaturalness [27]. Thus, as far as quality is concerned, there is some progress to be made [14]. From a practical perspective, issues
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can also affect the engineering, evaluation and adoption of automatic paraphrasing approaches, such as the availability of training data, computational costs or deployment environment.

In this demonstration we showcase an extensible, reusable and configurable pipeline that unifies, integrates and extends various paraphrasing components. The pipeline aims at supporting the development of Conversational AI systems by facilitating the process of generating paraphrases that are semantically relevant and diverse. Accordingly, the pipeline organises the generation in two steps, namely: i) paraphrase candidate over-generation, supporting techniques such as pivot translation, weak supervision and Transformer models, that can be combined to generate candidate paraphrases, and ii) candidate selection, with pre-trained language models and techniques to discard semantically irrelevant and duplicates paraphrases candidates. As we will see, the overall architecture also facilitates the process of experimenting, extending and evaluating paraphrasing techniques and pipelines. Our work can support Conversational AI efforts in the data management community, such as effective natural language query (NLQ) systems and conversational data exploration [1, 3].

2 AUTOMATIC PARAPHRASING PIPELINE

The general pipeline and its main components are illustrated in Figure 1. These components and the underlying architecture were designed to i) facilitate the process of paraphrase generation, allowing practitioners and researchers to reuse and tailor configurations ii) support the evaluation and experimentation of competing configurations, and iii) allow the community to extend the pipeline with additional models and techniques. In the following we expand on these features.

2.1 Supporting paraphrase generation

In a nutshell, the pipeline takes an input sentence and generates a list of semantically relevant and diverse paraphrases as output, by performing candidate over-generation and candidate selection. We organise the pipeline in these two steps to make sure the process can leverage techniques that both expand on paraphrase candidates while also pruning low quality one from the final list. Researchers and practitioners can then decide on the coupling and configuration of the techniques, or reuse existing pipeline configurations.

2.1.1 Candidate over-generation. Over-generation refers to the use of techniques that can be combined to expand on the input sentence to incrementally generate a larger and more diverse set of paraphrase candidates. The current pipeline incorporates three techniques, with extensions to make them configurable.

Weak Supervision [22] is a learning approach that automatically creates its own training data through the use of noisy data. This technique is implemented in the pipeline to generate candidate paraphrases from an input utterance by replacing individual words (verbs, nouns) with their synonyms (from Wordnet). Unlike previous work relying on a similar technique [18], we adopted two strategies for synonym selection and replacement, i.e., the paraphrase candidate is generated by i) replacing each selected token (verb and/or noun) with the WordNet synonym that has the highest semantic relatedness (cosine similarity) within an interval \([\alpha, \beta]\) (strategy SBSS), or ii) relaxing the selection to include all synonyms above the threshold \(\alpha\) (strategy SRSS). These strategies can be configured and combined to balance the semantic relatedness of the generated candidates and exploration of diverse paraphrases.

Pivot Translation [2]. The idea behind pivot translation is that two sentences with the same (foreign) translation can be assumed to have the same meaning. Thus, paraphrases can be generated by translating a sentence in source language \(S\) into a foreign language \(F\) and then back-translating it into \(S\). Informed by previous literature [7, 31], we support the configuration of various parameters of pivot translation that are known to affect the generation of paraphrases. The paraphrase system, refers number of pivot languages that can be used to generate paraphrases, a single-pivot system when one language is used as pivot, and multi-pivot when it is made up of a set of single-pivot systems. Having multiple machine translation engines can maximise the chances of getting more diverse paraphrase options [31], and so we support a selection of online neural machine translators (NMTs), such as Google Translate\(^1\), DeepL\(^2\) and MyMemory\(^3\); as well as pre-trained NMTs like the Huggingface Marian Machine Translator [11, 26], and OpenNMT [13]. The pipeline also supports different pivot-language levels, i.e., the number of intermediate pivot languages chained to generate the paraphrases, and the selection of language pairs. By default, the

\(^1\)https://translate.google.com/
\(^2\)https://www.deepl.com/translator
\(^3\)https://mymemory.translated.net/
pipeline chooses pivot languages with grammar unrelated to the target language so as to improve diversity, as suggested by [7]. Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) [21]. Transformers are a type of neural network architecture developed to perform Sequence Transduction, meaning any task that transforms an input sequence to an output sequence (e.g. machine translation, text-to-speech, text summarization). Introduced by Vaswani et al. [24], the idea is to use the attention mechanism to eliminate the need for Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and its known issues, e.g., challenges in handling long-term dependencies and the sequential nature of RNN preventing parallelization. In the pipeline we include a paraphrasing technique based on T5 [21], a transformer implemented by Google to perform sequence transduction. By default T5 does not perform paraphrasing, so we trained it on the Quora Question Pairs dataset [23] and Para-NMT datasets [25] to generate paraphrases, following the work of Goutham [9]. For each given input sentence the T5 model will generate a list of candidate paraphrases.

2.1.2 Candidate selection. While the techniques in the over-generation step aim at exploring different variations of the input sentence, the candidate selection aims at pruning the candidate list to remove paraphrases that do not contribute to the desired paraphrase dataset quality attributes. We mentioned earlier that existing techniques can lead to semantically unrelated, duplicates, or grammatically incorrect paraphrases, so by adding a quality control step in the pipeline, we enable the application, experimentation and evaluation of quality control techniques. The current version of the pipeline provides two techniques that can be combined to filter out semantically irrelevant paraphrases and duplicates: applying cosine similarity between the input sentence and a generated paraphrase using the i) Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [4] embeddings, and ii) Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [6] embeddings. Lower and upper bound thresholds can then be applied to the similarity score to discard irrelevant and duplicate paraphrases. Default thresholds are based on prior work [18].

2.1.3 Pipeline reuse and configuration. The pipeline provides a pool of predefined configurations that we have experimentally identified as providing good performance or that mirror combinations of techniques proposed in the literature. An example of such configurations is shown in Figure 2, which i) starts by applying weak supervision to generate an initial list of candidate paraphrases (coupling SBSS and SRSS), ii) applies pivot translation (online MT, and both one- and two-level pivot language) to further expand on each candidate paraphrase, and finally iii) applies candidate selection in two steps by applying first USE and then BERT embeddings to filter out duplicates and semantically irrelevant paraphrases.

Researchers and practitioners can configure the pipeline by providing command line parameters or defining a configuration file. The current version supports the definition of i) what over-generation and selection techniques to incorporate in the pipeline, and ii) configuration parameters for those techniques. Complex pipelines can be supported by leveraging the programmatic interfaces (Python APIs, described in the project repository) to write the pipeline logic. The community can also contribute with new techniques by extending the current pool of techniques. The code and documentation is available as open source.5

2.2 Supporting evaluation and experimentation

The pipeline supports the evaluation and experimentation of existing and novel pipelines by leveraging the configuration and extension features, as well as built-in metrics to assess important quality metrics such as semantic relatedness and diversity [29].

To capture the relevance of the generated paraphrases we incorporate three different metrics. This includes the Bi-Lingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [17], a widely adopted metric that measures the similarity between two given sentences. It considers the exact match between the reference sentence and the generated paraphrase by counting overlapping n-grams (n being a parameter). We incorporate Google’s BLEU, which measures sentence-level similarity by recording first all sub-sequences of 1, 2, 3 or 4 tokens in output and target sequence (n-grams), to then calculate precision and recall based on matching n-grams. The GLEU score is then the minimum of precision and recall. We also include the Character n-gram F-score (CHRF) [20], which computes the precision, recall and F-score from the n-gram overlaps, and returns the support which is the true positive score. Then, to assess the diversity of the set of generated paraphrases, we incorporate metrics such as the

5https://github.com/AudayBerro/automatedParaphrase
The demonstration will showcase two main usage scenarios: the client to generate the quality assessment metrics, that will then be prescribed in Section 2.2. This scenario will leverage the command line comparing their performance based on the supported metrics de- 
niques. This will imply running three separate configurations, and ablation study that will assess the contributions of weak supervi-
sion features of the pipeline, and in the process highlight the tions of automatic paraphrasing approaches. To facilitate the hands-on testing and analysis, we will offer a web client (see Figure 3) that will allow the audience to i) insert a input sentence, ii) select and tune one of the pre-defined configurations, and iii) inspect the resulting paraphrases. To the interested audience, we will also demonstrate how to define and run their own pipeline by simply creating a configuration file.

Experimentation. This scenario will demonstrate the experimen-
tation features of the pipeline, and in the process highlight the differences between current metrics and their limitations, as well as the trade-off between semantic relatedness and diversity. We will showcase these aspects by walking the audience through an ablation study that will assess the contributions of weak supervi-
sion and pivot translation to the default pipeline “Weak supervision + Pivot translation” (Figure 2) and see the benefits of combing tech-
niques. This will imply running three separate configurations, and comparing their performance based on the supported metrics described in Section 2.2. This scenario will leverage the command line client to generate the quality assessment metrics, that will then be leveraged for analysis.
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Figure 3: Web client for testing pipeline configurations